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WHAT EVERY PROFESSOR SHOULD KNOW 

ABOUT AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION* 

W. H. Cowley 
David Jacks Professor of Higher Education 

Stanford University 

A series of books that had wide circulation during toy distant boy- 

hood has suggevted the title of this paper. I think of it as the what- 

people-should-know series because that purses appeared in the title of 

each of its books, the ones I reoall being "What Every Young boy Should 

Know," "Whet Every Young Girl Should Know," "What Every Young Mother 

Should Know." I don't remember having read any of them; but s.noe I've 

been a professor of higher eduoation, I've often thought that it night 

be both interesting and useful to be associated with the produotion of 

a similarly named series of volumes about oollegee and universities. 

Thef'd bs written on the one band for the clienteles of institutions of 

higher education -- freshmen, their parents, eto. -- and on the other 

for tae holders of various staff positions -- presidents, deans, depart-

ment heads, and other euch. Probably the most important of all these 

books would be that with the same title as this paper: "What Every Pro-

fessor Should Know About American Higher Education." 

low obviously even in a paper as long se I've been instructed to 

make this one, it will be impossible to cover all the ground that could 

be traversed even in a snort book, but I'll have a fling at sketching 

what seem to me to be the essentials. First, however, let me try to 

*A paper read before the Faculty of the College of Business Administra-
tion, University of Akron, October 28, 1960. 



 

relate what I hope to do in this paper with myreason for writing it 

and for being here at the University of Almon to read it. You have a 

giant from the Ford Foundation to help you to strengthen and to sharpen 

the activities of the staff and students of your College of Easiness 

Administration, and I have been invited to be the first of a succession 

of speaker-consultants to help you toward that end. My task, in the 

words that Dean Gardner wrote se, is to discuss "the development of a 

faouity, its obligations and duties, particularly in relationship to 

curriculum and inatruotion, and then the relationship of the faculty to 

an administrativo organization." In short, I understand y assignment 

to be that of laying foundations upon which later speakers and consul-

tante nay build. I plan to do this in two ways: first, by desoribing 

some of the salient oharaoterietios of oolloges and universities, and 

second, by identifying some of the urgent educational problems that 

they and their staff mambers face. 

A Bit of History  

To begin with, I review some history on the premise that every 

professor ought to know something about why and when colleges and uni-

vereities came upon the scene. Consider first the why. Institutions 

of higher learning have evolved from man's efforts to ooaprehend and to 

control his environment and himself. Over the long stretohes of pre-

history and history these efforts begat the medicine men and shamans of 

primitive peoples, the magi and priests of early oivilizations, the 

sophiste and philosophers of anoient Creeoe, the alchemists and astrolo-

gers of pre-modern Europe. In ovory society euch men of laarnieg have 



been not only the guardians of the knowledge and of the values by whioh 

it lives but also the teachers of oncoming generations. When they 

formed assooiatione, the anteoedenta of present-day institutions of 

higher learning and higher education emerged. 

The roots of today's American colleges and universities reach not 

only to the universities founded in western Europe in the eleventh and 

succeeding oenturiee but also to the institutions of advanced learning 

established in Hellenic Greece in the fourth century b.C., in Alexandria 

and other centers during the Hellenistic period, and in snob Muslim 

cities as Cordova and Seville. In short, western higher education has 

a continuous history of over twenty-three osnturiee. 

This fact has particular importanoe for people who teach in schools 

of business because one group of pre-medieval institutions offered 

courses in business administration, namely, those in Constantinople and 

other Byzantine cities. They operated, albeit intermittently, from the 

fourth century to the fifteenth; and large numbers of their students 

took courses preparing them to be lawyers and notaries, that is, in 

capacities where they would be olosely associated with the thriving bus-

iness of the Byzantine empire. Recall that during the Middle Ages the 

bysr.nt constituted the prine medium of exchange throughout the Mediter-

ranean Basin and perhaps even as far as England. Statistics aren't 

available, but it seems reasonable to conclude that many of the men who 

manipulated the byznnt as well ao Byzantine trade had been educated in 

its higher schools at Constantinople and related cities. 

Of even more importance to business educators is the fact that the 

universities in medieval Italy aleo emphasised the subjects you teach. 

When the sailors and traders of the Italian pity states began to challenge 



the soonest() hegemony of Byzantium, they too needed personnel trained 

in business law, accounting, and other ooameroial specialties. Thus 

the University of Bologna, whioh emerged about 1200, put major emphasis 

upon law and commerce. So did other Italian universities, and it will 

be recalled that a Venetian monk named Luoa Paciolo (he was probably 

also a professor) wrote the earliest European work on bookkeeping. It 

appeared in 1494. 

It would be interesting to tracs the progress of training for bus-

iness in universities and other European advanced schools and also their 

influence upon the founders of the Wharton School of Finance and Com-

merce and of the many others that have been established sines its begin-

nings in 1881. I seek only, however, to point out that your subject 

has venerable roots of which, I suggest, all members of your guild might 

well be better informed than those of my acquaintance. When professors 

of the so-called academic subjects criticise you as upstarts, you could 

and should point out that your antecedents reach back farther than most 

of theirs. For example, the classical languages achieved curricular 

status in the universities of England, France, and Germany several cen- 

turies after the establishment of courses in business subjects in Ital-

ian universities. 

The rapid spread of awareness of the central importance of soon- 

omios and commences in human security and progress has given schools of 

busiiieoe administration higher status than they've ever bad before in 

American higher eduoation. Criticism of their preemies in the academic 

family has largely disappeared entirely or gone underground. I there-

fore say no more about the disparaging statements of not so long ago 



and move on to describe the organisation of American colleges and uni-

versities. Professors spend their lives in these increasingly oomples 

and increasingly vital social institutions, but about them they usually 

have lees fundamental knowledge than people like me believe that they'd 

find useful. 

The Organization of Anerican Colleges and Universities  

Organisationally American colleges and universities differ from 

one another in various relatively minor ways, but they differ profeandly 

from the institutions of higher learning in other countries and also 

from most other American social institutions. I shan't stop to detail 

these differences but, instead, point out that trio separate but olosely 

interlinked sub-topics must be dealt with in describing American academia 

organisations: first, ,government, and seoond. administration. 

The terms I've just used to name these topios, I need to point out, 

have quits different a anings in colleges and universities than in bus-

iness, in polittos, and in the schools; and so, perforce, I snot define 

them es I shall be using them. Academic government primarily relates 

to policy making ene policy adjudication; academic administration re-

latee to putting policies into operation. Hore at the University of 

Akron, for example, your ultimate governing body is your Board of Direo-

tore whose nine members, if they understand their functions properly, 

do not participate in the implementation of the operational policies 

they establish: they leave administration to the President and his as- 

sooiates. 

I've just referred to your Board of Directors as your "ultimate 



governing body," and I used the adjective "ultiante" for the reason 

that you probably have several faculty governing bodies -- one for sac% 

of your colleges and perhaps an all-university Faculty Senate or Loa-

demio Council. Such faculty governing bodies have extensive influence 

if not actual power in making institutional policy because during this 

century almost all lay boards have given them wide-ranging scope. Lay 

boards retain the veto power, but they seldom use it. Thus in estab-

lishing eduoation and research policy as distinguished from fiscal and 

plant policy faculty members are today the real governors of American 

colleges and universities. 

Both publio and private nollegee and universities follow this plan 

of procedure, but it has been pointedly criticised by Rust and Morrison 

in their 1959 book entitled Homo  to a College Trustee. These authors e 

have expressed their conviction that trustees should actively partici-

pate in making educational and rcdearch policy, and some reviewers of 

their book have recorded their agreement. On the other hand, a propor-

tion of the professoriate believes that the concept of lay trusteeship 

should be abandoned and that oclleges and universities should be gov-

erned entirely by professors. One of the most vigorous expressions of 

this point of view name from the pen of Thoretein Veblen in 1918 in a 

book entitled The Higher Learning in America. It has been republished 

twioe, the last time in 1957. 

The issues in this often bitterly debated problem of who should 

Both have died since the publication of their book. Ruml, a Ph.D. 
in psychology, became a successful businessman and publicist. 
Morrison, a Ph.D. in politioal science, was Provost of Dartmouth 
College on whose Board of Trustees Ruml served. 



govern American colleges and universities cannot be assessed here, but 

I hope that questions about them will be asked in tomorrow's discussion 

session. Meanwhile I'd like to suggest that members of the faculties 

of schools of business administration ought in particular to be well 

informed on problems of soademio government because today the majority 

of college and university trustees (or direotore as you pall them here 

at Akron) come from the business community and -- along with business-

men alumni -- can use your help in understanding more thoroughly how 

and why academic government differs so markedly from the business oor- 

poration practices with which they are familiar. The core of these dif-

ferences lies in the long centuries of academic history ehioh have given 

faculties both legal and traditional prorogat'.ves in helping formulate 

i.istitutional policy. Lay governing boards that have ignored or under-

valued these deeply entrenched procedures have uaually preoipicated 

storms that have seriously damaged their institutions. 

The governing prerogatives of professors, it must be observed, put 

important responsibilities on all faculty members. To exorcise their 

suffrage wisely they need brord views about the large problems and 

trends of their immediate institutions and of American higher education 

in general. Most faculty members, however, ooncentrate their attention 

on their own professional concerns and those of their departments and 

nence have insufficient information about the large fundamental ques- 

tioris facing higher educational institutions individually and collec-

tively. A number of journals try to be of service here, but unfortun-• 

atel;' professors by and large read only those concerned with their own 

disciplines. For thirty years I've been advooating and trying to pro-

mote the publication of a popularly written weekly or bi-weekly magasine 



which would publish luminous articles on higher educational topics as 

well as report its news; but although a market survey has demonstrated 

that euch a magazine could attract enough readers and advertisers to be 

a financial success, sponsors bave failed to appear. l'a convinced that 

someday such a magasine will be established, but meanwhile professors 

by and large must participate in making educational and research policy 

with the limited information now available even to those who desire to 

be well informed. 

About the administrative division of the topic of college and uni-

versity organisation I need say relatively little because sohool of busi-

ness faculty members know a good deal more about it than most of their 

colleagues in other university unite. Until late in the nineteenth cen-

tury American colleges and universities were all small; and they all 

operated with primitive administrative structures that typically con-

sisted of a president, a treasurer-bursar, a registrar, and s clerk or 

two. A century ago Tale, the largest college in the country, enrolled 

about four hundred undergraduates and approximately the same number of 

professional school students= and no American university passed the five 

thousand mark until the time of the first World War. Thereafter and 

especially during the past three decades we've been experiencing an en-

rollment explosion that promises to continue, and thus greatly enlarged 

administrativo staffs operating under considerably improved concepts 

have become inevitable. 

These concepts, as you know better than I, have largely been 

adapted from the praoticen of business corporations which learned them 

chiefly from the management engineers like Frederick W. Taylor. One of 



Taylor's young disciples. Morris L. Cooke, made the first efforts to 

bring functional management ideas into the academic world by means of 

hie 1910 Carnegie Foundation study entitled "Industrial and Academic 

Efficiency"; but the big developments have come during the very recent 

past and often with the assistance of management consultante who pri-

marily serve business and government. 

I've worked with some of these consultants and have read the reoom-

mondations of others. Generally they seem not to oomprohond the import-

ance of professorial prerogatives in polioy making or the anti-

administration attitudes of many professors. Academics have always barn 

individualiste par excellence, and as euch they characteristically pre-

fer their own methods and hence incline toward ignoring if not thwart-

ing those imposed by others. "They'd none of 'ea be missed," many of 

them hold, if administrators departed the Groves of Academe. 

Because of their expanding associations with business, the mili-

tary, and government agencies fewer professors feel today as antagonis-

tic toward administration as their predeceesore of earlier periods; but 

in any oaoe colleges and universities seem to me harder to administer 

than any other social institutions -- even opera companies -- not only 

because of the ingrained individualism of their chief personnel group 

but also because, unlike opera stars, professors have tenure. I have 

the strong impression, however, that recognition of the inescapable 

significance of good administration grows in all academic quarters end 

that, though management problems multiply in number and complexity, im-

proved understanding and knowledge o: organisational principles is 

spreading. 

I imagine that in using your Ford grant you'll be having a look at 



the governmental and administrative methods of your own college and 

perhaps of the University of Akron as • whole. Professors of business 

subjects have wider experience in organisational ratters than soot 

other professors, and thus your resolutions of the problems you identify 

oould have utility beyond your own immediate boundaries. As I under-

stand them, the purposes of the grant, however, relate more to ourriou-

lar and instructional issues than to administration; and so I now aovs 

on to their ooneideration. In due nourse I'll be relating thaw to ad-

ministration. 

The Functions and Purposes of American  
Colleges and Universities  

The sub-title above registers the fact that I consider functions 

and purposes to be different. The distinction between them seems to 

me to be so important that I need to enlarge upon it briefly. 

One of my students recently completed a skillful analysis of the 

several meanings given by scientiste and social scientists to the term 

function, and his study has given support to • definition -- different 

from that used by most social scientists -- that I have bean using for 

the past decade or so, namely, a !motion is a characteristic sotivity 

of • structure. Otherwise expressed, a function is something that a 

thing, person, or group of persons does. A purpose, on the other hand, 

is an expressed intention of one or more human beings to do something. 

Thus a person may intend to walk to town -- that is, his purpose is to 

walk to town -- but not until he aotually begins to take physical ac-

tion dose he perform the function of walking. 

The above example illustrates the grammatical device by means of 



which funotione can be distinguished from purposes. People generally 

state purposes as infinitives, functions as gerunds. Hence "to walk" 

is a purpose, but "walking" is a function. Similarly with colleges and 

universities: their purposes are often stated as "to provide instruo-

tion," "to promote education," "to advance knowledge." But the provid-

ing, the promoting, and the advancing of education and knowledge con-

stitute their functions. 

Since functions and purposes -- though interlinked -- differ, they 

can profitably be discussed separately; and I've found it more useful 

in studying colleges and universities to begin with functions and then 

to try to identify the purposes or intentions that aotirate them. What 

are the functions of colleges and universities? What do they do? 

Theodore Caplow, a sociologist who has recently left the University of 

Minnesota for Columbia, has listed some cf them in the following state-

ment taken from one of his unpublished manuscripts: 

. . the program of the University of Minnesota includes -- be-
sides a vast amount of teaching and research -- the operation of 
a broadcasting station, an airfield, a chemical storehouse, a 
daily newspaper, a fruit orchard, archaeological excavations, a 
symphony orchestra, a theater, an iron mine, foreste, a kinder-
garten, many libraries, many farms, art galleries, a carnival, • 
hospital, a morgue, a fleet of trucks, a power station, museums, 
an armory, an ice skating rink, a student government, s polios 
force, restaurants and hotels, a telephone network, a streetcar 
line, magazines, an accounting system, and much else besides --
all related more or lees to the essential task of accumulating 
and transmitting knowledge. Towards a Theory of Organisational  
Interaction, 12.3. 

To deal productively with this and oomparable listings of the activ-

ities or functions of collogeo and universities one must, I suggest, de-

cide upon some method of classifying them; and my efforts in this di-

rection have led me to employ the following three-fold classificatory 

system: 



 

 

1. Ralson d'Etre or Core Fanotions: These functions consist of 

the activities for which colleges and universities essentially 

exist, and they sees to me to total only two, education sod re-

searob. Incidentally, I use • French word here because unfor-

tunately the English language seems not to have a taro of 00m. 

parable olarity. I could, of course, translate the French tern 

into the English hyphenated word "reason-for-existsnoe," but 

that seems oumbereome and probably unnecessary. The word "oore,"

however, approaches being synonymous. 

2. Complementary Functions: Those consist of activities which col-

leges and universities perform to supplement or complement their 

raison d'etre functions. The Caplow list quoted above includes 

a number of them: operating broadcasting stations, hospitals, 

orchestras and theaters, iron minee, eto. Colleges and univer-

sities do not essentially exist to do any of these things, but 

they oomplement their raison d'etre functions of education and 

investigation. 

3. Self-Continuity Functions: Like all social institutions ool- 

leges and universities muet engage in a wide range of aotivitise 

in order to continue in existenoe. They mist raise money and 

account for its use, erect buildings and maintain them, set up 

administration systems and staff them, etc. Colleges and uni- 

vereitiee do not exist to do these things per ee, and hence 

they are means and not ende in themselves. Some people, by the 

way, call these the "maintenance functions"; but because of the 

usual limitation of the word "maintenance" to plant upkeep I 

prefer the more dramatic term "self-continuity." 



In a thorough assessment of the functions of a higher eduoational 

institution or of all of they taken together, one would need to examine 

all three of these categories; but sinoe that's obviously impossible 

now, I limit myself to the two raison d'etre functions of education and 

investigation. This involves indioating the forms that sash of the func-

tions takes and then identifying the purposes they serve. 

The Throe Forme or  Kinds of Teaching and of Research: Colleges and uni-

versities perform their educational function both formally and informal-

ly, that ie, they offer courses of instruction, and they also provide 

oxtracurrioular opportunities for students to be educated as whole 

people and not just as minds. Time and space limit me to the discussion 

of formal eduoation or teaching. It falls into three categories that 

correspond with three nseooiatod kinds of research. Before I name and 

enlarge upon them, I need to petition your toleration of some new term-

inology; and since people guy eduoationiste for coining new words, I 

want to read a short passage from the syllabus of my course at Stanford 

in which I introduce these terms. It defends the right of educationists 

to use a specialised vocabulary and, further, fights back at those rho 

scoff at people who do. It reads: 

The critics of the vocabulary of educationists seem to be saying 
that we who are concerned professionally with education have no 
right to use any words except those in common use. T7e must, in 
brief, employ only garden-variety werde. To this prohibition I 
for one respond "poppycock." 

Educationists can't bo hobbled in any such fashion. Their subject 
has been characterized by Kant as one of the two "most difficult 
of human inventions" (the other being government), by Spencer as 
"the eubjeot which involves all other subjects," and by Dewey as 
"the most complex, Intricate, and subtle of all human enterprises.° 

If these statements can be oredited, it follows that the study of 
education requires the attention of specialists who among themselves 
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at least auut use a specialised vocabulary. When the physicist 
abandons his isotopes, the biologist his ensymee, the geologist 
his phacoliths, the anthropologist his phonemes, the grammarian 
hie gerundial genitives, then and thon only will -- indeed asa --
students of education limit themselves to the vocabulary of the 
living room and the dinner table. 

Here, thon, are the names of the throe kinds of teaching cited 

early in tho last paragraph, logocentrio teaching, praotioentrio teach-

ing, and democentrio teaching. You all recognise the stem "centric" as 

meaning "centered in"; but perhaps I nood to explain the prefixes. Logo  

refers to knowledge, oraoti to practice, and demo to people. Hence 

logocentrio teaohing concentrates on the training of people who plan to 

be intense students of a subject and an euch devoted to extending its 

frontiers; it is teaching concerned with understanding the nature of 

the universe and of man. Practicentrio teaching trains practitioners 

of any art -- agriculture, business, law, medicine, psychiatric soots' 

work, and the uncountable numter of othore. Finally demooentrio teach-

ing interprete for people in general -- that is, for non-specialists --

the work and findings of logocentrieto and praoticentriste; it seeks to 

give them an intelligent but not thorough understanding of a subject. 

These three new terms have this virtue if no others they correlate, 

and each therefore suggests the other two. No lese important, they call 

attention to the interdependence and aleo to the need of all three 

types of teaching Knowledge and society stand still without logooen-

trio teaching. The vocations could not recruit new members or improve 

their methods without practicentrio teaching. The range of interest and 

sensitivity of each of us, in turn, depends in large measure upon the 

amount and quality of the democentrio teaching from which we've profited. 

The three names I've introduced also apply to kinds of research, 



and the literature about research enterprises reoognises two of them 

although under different names. What I o►,11 logooentrio research gen-

erally goes by the names of "pure," "basic," and "fundsasatal" research; 

and what I call praotioentrio researoh people usually denominate "ap-

plied researoh." I prefer snd employ my trio of terms, however, for 

three reasons. First, the adjectives "pure," "basin," and "fundamental" 

imply that so-called applied researoh is impure or of secondary impor-

tance; but the term "logooentrio research" carries no such aspersive 

connotations and hence does not disparage praotioentrio research. Seoond, 

the trio makes a plaoo for demooentrio research which I consider of im-

mense importance in relationship to demooentrio teaching and about which 

I shall have more to say later on. Third, as already remarked, the 

three terma are correlative and suggeot eaoh other. 

Referring to the music of Richard Wagner, Nietasohe once observed 

that people have poor ears for new music); and so these terms may not at 

firet sound pleasant or otherwise desirable. I've been using them for 

about a decade with my students, and among them they have taken hold be-

clause of their utility in distinguishing among the kinds of teaching 

and research undertaken by College and univeroity faculty members. I 

hope that you'll not find them too disconcerting as I use them through-

out the rest of this paper. Assuming your tolerance, I proceed to the 

task of searching out the purposes behind the three varieties of teach-

ing and the throe varieties of researoh. 

The Core Purpose of Formal Teachings Societies educate, I suggest, for 

three interweaving purposest (1) to ensure their physical continuity or 

survival, (2) to protect their conceptions of social order, and (j) to 



inouloate in their members the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essen-

tial for its security and stability. Anthropologists are coming to call 

the processes involved in the third of these purposes enoulturation, an-

other new term that I hope you'll find palatable. In any oase, enoul-

turation denotes the putting into a eooiety's members and also drawing 

out of them the characteristics which the society needs to survive and 

to thrive. Further, it constitutes tho core purpose of all teaching, a 

point which muet now be enlarged upon. 

Each of the three kinds of teaching cited earlier focusses upon • 

partioular variety of enculturation. Graduate schools train most Amer-

ican logooentriete, and they primarily oonoentrate their attention upon 

teaching the knowledge and skills and also developing the attitudes 

needed by those who will later engage in the business of seeking to ex-

tend the boundaries of knowledge. Professional sohools such as your 

own College of Business Administration, on the other hand, train prieti-

centriste and look to the graduate school of arts and soleness to develop 

the new knowledge in economics and in the other subjects underlying the 

business arts. In brief, the graduate schools enoulturate their stu-

dents as logooentriete, and professional schools enoulturate their stu-

dents as praotioentriets. 

For the present only two observations need to be made about demo- 

centric enoulturation. First, democentrio teachers are a unique kind 

of praotioentriet whose function is to transmit the general knowledge, 

skills, and attitudes needed by all of us as people rather than as spe-

oialised workers. Second, the graduate schools have been assigned re-

sponsibility for their training but acknowledge this responsibility so 

reluctantly and do so poorly with it that I'll be saying more on this 



score later. The purposes permeating the three kinds of reeaaroh must 

meanwhile be discussed. 

The Purposes Animating Researcht All varieties of teachers engage in 

the task of dietributins knowledge, and all varieties of research people 

engage in the associated task of produoing knowledge. The paramount 

purpose of logooentrio researohers is to produce new knowledge without 

stopping to consider whether or not it hoe practical utility. They seek 

to understand, and they leave to others the business of applying the 

concepts and facts they reconnoiter. For example, Einstein devoted his 

career to seeking and proposing anewers to problems that for many de-

cades had pusaled physicists and astronomers; but when the military po-

tential of atomic energy became apparent to him and his associates, they 

had to turn over to engineers and applied physicists the work of design-

ing and building the atomic bomb. 

The crucial purpose of praotioentrio researchers, therefore, is to 

apply the knowledge created or discovered by logooentrists. Their ac-

tivities lead to the production of the appliable knowledge upon which 

modern civilisation depends for survival and progress. Thus James Batt, 

the instrument-maker who worked for Professor Joseph Black at the Uni-

versity of Glasgow, oombined the logooentrio knowledge of heat which 

Blank developed with hie own knowledge of mechanics to invent the modern 

steam engine; engineers have applied new mathematical knowledge to cre-

ate today's complex computers; and produotiois men in faotories have em-

ployed the findings of psyohologists, physiologists, and other logosen-

triste to contrive improved manufacturing prooessss. 

The widespread use of the terms pure and applied research testifiss 



to the general recognition of their importance and of their purposes, 

but what about demooentrio research? Unfortunately, few people even 

acknowledge its ezietenoe, never mind its purposes. lepeoially because 

I shall later be making a recommendation concerning its place hers in 

your College of Business Administration, its importance and the pur-

poses it server need to be clarified. 

Before the onset of the deluge of new knowledge that has spawned 

modern society, teacher* merely rehashed old information, and their 

students memorized it. William Jame, who opened up new roads in phi-

losophy, for example, told once about a graduate student who complained 

that he couldn't understand him, and this led James to ask whether he 

understood hie undergraduate professor of philosophy. "Ch, yes," re-

sponded the student, "he made us commit his doctrines to memory." These 

historical methods of teaching have proved inadequate and even disaster-

ous, but the stereotype of the teacher as a purveyor of antiquated in-

formation unhappily continues. Lees and less do people apply the ster-

eotype to logooentrfc and praotioentrio teaohere, but I often hoar pro-

tessera in graduate and professional schools cite it to denigrate teach-

ers of general education or demooentrio courses. Damooentrio teachers, 

who don't engage in logooentrio and praoticentrio research, they say in 

effect, of neoesolty grow stale and unproductive and hence purvey anti-

quated knowledge. With this point of view I disagree heartily, and I 

muet explain why. 

Recall from an earlier pago the identification of the function of 

demooentrio teachers no the interpretation "for people in general --

that is, for non-specialists -- the work and findingo of logooentrists 

and practioentrista." Behind this function -- this increasingly crucial 



funotion im modern life -- stands the purpose of the enlightenment of 

the oitisenry, that is, of the people whose knowledge and opinions ul-

timately deoite publics policy including those relating to the support 

of the logoosntrio and praotioentrio activities of universities. In 

the words cf Thomas Jefferson, denocentrist teachers devote their ener-

gies to "the general enlightenment of the people*; and if this be their 

task, thus it follows that these teachers should themselves be enlight-

ened. They cannot be, I maintain, unless they do research that harmon-

ises with their function and its undergirdinq purpose of general en-

lightenment. 

Such research consists in keeping in constant touch with the data 

and conclusions of the logooentriste and praotioentrists in their own 

and slated disciplines and organising it for oommunioation in terms 

understandable to the people who want or need such knowledge. Tor ex-

ample, President Emeritus James B. Conant of Harvard has pointed out 

with vigor in his book On Understanding Science and in other writings 

that science will probably fail to get the support it needs unless some 

scientists take on the job of explaining it to all the rest of us. The 

Spanish philosopher Ortega in his brilliant little book The Mission of  

the University has written to the same effect and has also declared 

that unless universities put considerably more emphasis upon demooen-

tric tos.bing, the world will before long be populated by highly trained 

barbarians who, specialists in their own narrow fields, lack the knowl-

edge and hence the ability to communicate with one another. He took 

his degree of the University of Berlin, by the way, and he predicted 

the Hitler regime beoause, among other things, of the failure of Comm 

universities to attend to demooentrio teaching. 
I 



Sound demooentrio teaohing requires, I would emphasise, deaooem-

trio researoh. Without it, demooentrio teachers justify the stereotype 

of purveyors of anti4uated information. is observed earlier, however, 

the graduate schools largely ignore their aosignment to train people in 

demooentrio researoh with the unhappy result that demooentrio teaching 

has low statue and considerably lower quality on the average than logo-

centric and practicentric teaching. 

Some Generalizations and Recommendations 

I fear that what I have written thus far may strike you as highly 

abetraot, and I must therefore now relate it to your enterprise of us-

ing your Ford grant to step up your teaching, research, and administra-

tive processes. My interests in the study of higher eduoation are pri-

marily logocentrio, but I conotantly point out to my students that the 

ultimate utility of the logocentriet lies in his contributions to the 

range of understanding of people in general and especially to the work 

of praoticentriete. Thus all my course, are built upon the point cf 

view expressed in an epigram written by Thomas H. Huxley which reads. 

"The great end of life is not knowledge but action." 

You are beginning upon a project requiring a plan of action, and 

at this stage I imagine that you're primarily concerned with perfecting 

your plan. Toward this end I should like to name and to discuss what 

appear to me to be the factors that your plan should encompass. 

First, purpose. Would it not be desirable to agree upon a succinct, 

statement of the purpose of your enterpries? Perhaps one has already 

been written; and if so, oomparing it with that proposed by an outsider 



like me might be useful. A purpose, recall from earlier pages, differs 

from a funotion and is preferably stated in sentences employing infini-

tives. Thus it seems to me that the purpose of your project could be 

stated this ways the Ford grant shall be used to strengthen and to im-

prove all the processes of the College of Business Administration of the 

University of Akron toward the end of producing botter products. 

This statement includes three variables that need to be amplified. 

The infinitive "to strengthen" expresses the thought that some of your 

processes -- perhaps many -- have demonstrated their worth and need 

only to be reinforced. In turn the infinitive "to improve" suggests 

that others probably need to be amended. You'll make faster and greater 

progress, perhaps you'll agree, if at the outset you spot these points 

of strength and weakness. In any case, the word "processes" specifies 

the second variable, and about it I shall be saying more later. First, 

however, I'd like to enlarge upon the third variable, namely, "products." 

The work of every college and university, I think you'll agree, 

yields two primary kinds of products -- people and knowledge. Each of 

these has at least two subdivisions. The "people products" include not 

only alumni who carry the brand name of their alma maters and whose per-

formance reflects the quality of the formal and informal education they 

have had, but they also include the individuals served in short courses, 

in lectures, and in consultation activities. The latter become increas-

ingly important for all professional schools and especially for schools 

of business administration. 

Their "knowledge products" constitute, first, the information that 

your faculty members develop for use in their teaching, and second, the 

new knowledge which may or may not have immediate utility in teaching 



or in advancing the general understanding and praotioes of their fields 

of interest." Both in the long run and the short, colleges and univer-

sities are judged not by their stated purposes but instead, by bote 

their people and their knowledge produots. Hence you may think it de-

sirable to examine the quality of both these varieties of your produots 

and their subdivisions. Indeed I urge such a study because of the 

lights that it will throw on your prooecses. To the discussion of 

these I now turn. 

You have perhaps notioed that in earlier pages I used the word 

"function" and that I've switched to the word "process." The reason 

needs stating. A function is the name of a oharaoteristio activity of 

a structure; but functioning -- that is, the activity per se -- consists 

in a sequence of intermeshing activities 000urring in a definite manner. 

These intermeshing activities are processes. Thus walking is the name 

of a kind of human and nntmal locomotion, and it oonsists in various 

muscular and related processes. I've listed what I believe to be the 

three categories of college and university functions, and each of them 

subsumes a large number of processes. Important though they are, I 

can't here say anything about the complementary functions and their 

processes and much less than I'd like about the prooeaaes involved in 

'Parenthetically say I observe that come new knowledge developed by 
faoulty members has very limited utility as for example the protracted 
research of a Yale professor of English, cited by Henry Seidel Canby, 
concerned with one of Aosop's fables: he compared all the medieval 
manusoripte that he could locate "traoing their indebtedness one to 
another by the use of 'wolf' for 'fox' or the peculiarity in the ass 
that wore the lion's skin." This research got the investigator a full 
professorship, but it had little other value. 



the raison d'etre and self-continuity groups of functions. Time, in 

fact, limits me to the disoussion of only some of the prooesses involved 

4n teaobing, research, and organisat'rn. 

The teaching process involves at least a score of variables* only 

six of which I can comment on: the teacher, the body of knowledge whiob 

he organises for his teaching, the objects of his instruction be they 

students in his classes or members of extramural groups, the methods 

he employs, the equipment he uses, and the products of his teaching. 

Unfortunately what I can say about these six variable! must of necee• 

eity be brief. 

Teachers differ in an infinitude of ways, but the one factor that 

seems to be most significant of all is each teacher's i:+tc~est in giv-

ing -- and his ability to give -- students the kind of instruction they 

need at their present stage of development. I mean hers that it strikes 

me as folly to assign a teaohor with logooentrio interests to a group 

of students who want praoticentrio or demooentrio inatruotlon -- and 

vice versa. Yet all colleges and universities do this. Tor example, 

some years ago a distinguiehwd Cornell chemist pointed out that intro-

duotory courses in ectenoe seldom met the needs of students who want 

a general (that is, democentric) understanding of euch aubjeote as 

chemistry because courses in chemistry were then -- and generally are 

now -- designed for students who plan to take advanced courses in the 

subject. This situation prevails not only in the sci+nose but also 

*In an article published in the November, 1953 issue oï Imu•ovina Col-
lege and University Teaching and entitled "1 Century of College Teach-
ing" I reviewed ten of the variables involved in college teaching, but 
at least twice as many need attention. 



generally, and it brings to mind the boy who asked his mothers "What 

is a penguin?' "It's some sort of an anarotio bird, I think, but ask 

your father." "No thanks," said the boy, "I don't want to know that 

mush." Students wlfb want a general understanding of a subject don't 

want and don't need to know as muoh about it as logooentrioally and 

praotioentrioally trained teauhers typically, I suggest, try to oonvey 

to them. 

Might it not be useful in your enterprise to disoover whether or 

not the properly qualified teachers are assigned to all your courses 

and whether, further, you need to organise dif'ferentici seotions in 

some of your subjects? For example, the student who upon graduating 

plane to be a personnel man probably would profit more from a primarily 

demooentrio oouree in accounting than from the praotioentrio course that 

I understand they typically take in colleges of busineue administration. 

By the same token the praotioentrio student of a000unting probably gains 

little and suffers muoh by being taught by a professor whose interests 

are logooentrio and who therefore usually talks over the heads of stu-

dents who plan to be practicing accountants and not pioneering theore-

ticians. 

A good professional aohool faculty, I have long believed, resembles 

a good baseball club with its balanced ensemble of infielders, outfield-

ers, pitohers, and catchera. Professional school faculties similarly 

need logocentrists, practicentrists, and democentrists; and, despite

widespread faculty opinion, the least of these aren't the democentrists 

sinos they are the people who interpret your lore to non-specialists 

both among your students and your various publics. In any case, the 



three varieties of teachers draw upon the same body of knowledge; but 

they must organise it quite differently if they are adequately to serve 

the needs of their differing kinds of students and public audienoes. 

This observation brings the third teaching variable into focus, 

namely, the objecte of a professor's teaching, that is, his students 

and hie other cliente be they individuals he serves as a oonsultant or 

extramural groupe to which he speaks. Concerning those -- and particu-

larly concerning the members of hie regular courses -- the typical 

teacher of today seems to know less than his predecessors because of 

the increased size of olaoses and also bacause he realizes that he'll 

almost certainly be judged for raises in rank and salary on his research 

and consultation aotivities more than on the quality of hie classroom 

teaching. Thus American colleges and universities today become increas- 

ingly impersonal and therefore in my belief lees effective. ^'his may 

not be the situation here at Akron, but you may think it desirable to 

have a look at the personal relations of faculty members with students. 

Concerning the r'any-sided topic of methods of teaching, time per-

mits comments on only one of its faceta, namely, the widely held point 

of view -- fostered by the graduate schools in particular -- that if a 

person knows a subject he can ipso facto teach it. I've never encoun- 

tered a faculty anywhere, however, that did not include professors 

whose teaching belies this dogma. Further, no other field of endeavor 

of whioh I know honors its counterpart. Medical schools teach courses 

in medical and surgical methods, las schools in legal procedures, divin-

ity schools in homiletics and pastoral counseling, etc. College and 

university teachers seem to be the only top-level professional people 

in our society who are permitted to learn the skills of their craft by 



the sink-or-swim method. 

I believe with conviction that this situation muet be changed, but 

I don't want to give the impression that I advocate methods courses in 

college teaching comparable to those taught for school teachers. I do 

believe, however, that valuable programs can and should be established 

to assist intending college and university teachers to prepare for their 

life's work. Perhaps during tomorrow's discussion session you'll let 

me enlarge a bit on what I have in mind. Meanwhile may I alto the great 

strides being made in improving the teaohing of mathematics as the re-

sult of studies made with funds from the Carnegie Corporation. Given 

the necessary interest and money, what has been accomplished in this 

subject could undoubtedly be duplicated aoroaa the ourrioular board. 

The recent'.y published honks on business education written by Pierson 

and by Gordon and Howell have considerably inoreased the interest in 

teaching methods in your field, and perhaps they will lead to signifi-

cant methodological changes here at Akron and elsewhere. 

This brings the discussion to the fifth of the six variables I've 

named -- equipment. Not so long ago college teachers in subjects other 

than the sciences typically used only blackboards and chalk, but today 

the furor about teaching machines and inatruotion by TV symbolizes a 

change that has been coming for a long while and that will unquestion-

ably accelerate. May it not be in order, therefore, for you to give 

thought to equipment na'ters in your review of your operations here? 

Perhaps I've said enough already about the sixth variable, namely, 

your "People products." I'll thorefore bypass it here except to quote 

the twentieth verse of tho seventh chapter of the Gospel according to 

St. Matthews "By their fruits ye shall know them." 



I must also be succinct in discussing research. Variables abound 

here too, but instead of commenting upon its processes perhaps I can be 

of more service by returning briefly to the topic of the relationship 

of research to teaching. 

The literature of hibhar education teems with pronouncements about 

the conflict between the teaching and research functions. They do in 

fact frequently collide, but after many years of ferreting into and 

fretting about these oolliaions I've Dome to the conclusion that they 

need not occur and, indeed, would not if properly related. I mean that 

a solution to the conflicts seems to me to be possible through the ac-

ceptance of two premises. They are these: first, that every teacher 

should do researoh, and second, that the kind of research he does should 

harmonize with the kind of teaching he does. I shan't stop to discuss 

the first premise since most people in higher education accept it -- or 

at leant pay lip service to it -- and also because those who don't 

would, I believe, if they could assent to the second. I therefore re-

peat the second premise for emphasis: the kind of research a faculty 

member does should harmonize with the kind of toaohing he does. 

The essential terms in this proposition are "kind of tesohing" and 

"kind of reaearoh"; and in earlier pages I've identified three of each, 

to wit, logooentric, practicentric, and demooentrio. If these two 

series of activities can in fact be differentiated, then it seems to as 

that the nature of the problem of relating them becomes clearer and, 

moreover, the solution easier. The solution, I suggest, lies in seeing 

that logocentrio teachers are assigned only to logocentrio courses, 

that only logooentrio students be permitted to enroll in them, and that 



the same principle of combining likes rather than unlikes be followed 

in praotioentrio and demooentrio instruction. 

Is this a workable plea here at Akron? I very muoh hope that we 

can explore this question tomorrow. Your judgment of it will at least 

be helpful to me in checking the validity of my hypothesis. Meanwhile, 

since I must soon bring this prolix paper to a close, I conclude by 

touching upon the orgarizational processes which particularly affect 

teaohing and research. 

Many pages bank I distinguished between academia government and 

academic administration. Concerning the former I have four comments. 

First, that I hope you believe as I do that it's desirable for laymen 

to participate iL making educational and research polioy. Second, that 

if you ío, you will audit your methods of using the services of members 

of your business community in carrying your work to higher ground. Third, 

that you'll not allow your own legal and traditional rights in aoademio 

government to rust because of preoccupation with research and teaching, 

a point that may seem unnecessary if not amusing but which I stress be-

cause I know of not a few institutions in which strong administrators 

give faculty members little opportunity to participate in decision mak-

ing. And fourth, that you give intensive thought to your committee 

structure for the reason that every faoulty of which I know suffers 

from excessive committee work. If professors are to participate in de-

cision making, some committees are inevitable; but in my judgment the 

number of oommitteen in all of them could be reduced with beneficial re-

sults all round. 

About administrative process I also have four points. Tiret, that 

although other definitions prevail elsewhere, in the academic world 



administration means operational responsibility for the performance of 

the functions of oolieges and universities. The ultimate responsibil-

ity for American higher educational institutions reate with their legal 

entities, that is, with their external governing boards; but they have 

assigned operatimal responsibility to presidente and their staffs. The 

abounding individualism of professors and aleo the belief strongly held 

by some of them that both trustees and administrators have been imposed 

upon them against their best interests and also those of colleges and 

universities frequently beoloud the nature of academic administration 

and, moreover, frustrate administrative activities. Nonetheless, the 

public, trustees, and professors hold presidente -- and in turn deans 

and other second-line administrators -- responsible for operational 

failures and inadequacies. The short average tenure of presidente in 

partioular witnesses this faot. 

Second, academic administration involves three major functions --

superintendence, facilitation, and development. The first of these, 

sometimes oalled "supervision," administrators in colleges and universi-

ties generally do little about because of the deep-seated individualism 

and anti-administration attitudes of many professors. What little they 

do, therefore, they accomplish largely through persuasion and indirec-

tion. They have few of the powers of administrators in most other so-

cial enterprises, and this seems to me to make academic administration 

infinitely more diffioult than business management and most other kinds 

of executive work. 

I've never known professors to object to the second administrative 

function of facilitation as it relates, at least, to material consider-

ations. Indeed, some think of administrators as being entirely academic 



housekeepers responsible for euch chores ae getting their salary checks 

to them on time, scheduling classes, buying and distributing supplies, 

eto. Happily this view has a diminishing number of adherents, but un-

fortunately too-large proportions of both professors and administrators 

still oling to it. 

The third administrative function of development has two primary 

subdivisions -- money-raising and program development. The first of 

neoeesity grows in importance; but the more time that administrators 

devote to it, the lese time they have for the second. The outstanding 

administrators, however, not only raise money but aleo work hard and 

successfully at determining how it shall be used. Time doesn't permit 

the oiting of examples, but perhaps I can name some tomorrow. 

The third general observation I'd like to make about administration 

is brief but infinitely important. It's this; that administration is a 

means and not an and in itself. I've beon making some critical remarks 

about professorial attitudes concerning administration, but here I'm 

being critical of the administrators who overlook the fact that society 

does not support colleges and universities in order that they may be 

administered. Some administrators I've known seem to have forgotten 

this insistent fact with unhappy results both for their associates and 

their institutions. 

Top-level administrators -- and this is my fourth and final com-

ment about administration -- are expected to be leaders and not just 

superintendents and facilitators. Behind every great development in 

American higher education throughout its three centuries of history has 

stood an administrative leader -- a president, dean, or department head. 

These men have often been poor at both superintendence and facilitation 



and have had the good sense to assign these functions to subordinate: 

so that they oould concentrate on designing and building improved pro-

grams. Such men are worth their weight in any precious metal that can 

be named. The future of American higher education -- as, indeed, of 

all our social institutions -- depends more, I verily believe, on the 

quality of its leadership than upon any other consideration. 

. seven-league booted over so much ground in this paper that I 

blanch at the task of summarizing it. I return, therefore, to the place 

I started: to my suggestion that it might be desirable to have avail-

able for professors a book with the title "What Every Professor Should 

Know About American Higher Education." In this paper I've indicated 

some of the topics that could be included in such a book, and in the 

process I've tried to raise questions for discussion tomorrow. I'll 

know then whether or not what I've written has been useful to you in 

planning how to employ the funds granted you by the Ford Foundation. 
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